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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2017 Fleetwood RV Bounder 36H, This Fleetwood Bounder class A gas coach
model 36H offers one and a half baths, a set of bunk beds for the kids, three large
slides for added interior living space, plus a few more cool perks! How about a
residential refrigerator when camping, or an electric fireplace? Enjoy some pretty
cool features throughout this model!Step inside and check this rig out. The front
features a kitchen to the left of the entry door where you will easily be able to
create all of your favorite meals, and the residential refrigerator makes it easy to
stock up on things so you don't have to keep running to a store. There is a three
burner range with overhead microwave oven, plus plenty of storage in a pantry
and overhead cabinets as well. Along the opposite side of this model there is a
slide out sofa sleeper and booth dinette for seating that includes seven sets of
seat belts! No back seat traveler should feel unsafe! The sofa can easily convert
to extra sleeping space when needed, and from either you can enjoy the 40" LED
TV and fireplace that faces the front of the motorhome.Mid-coach find a half bath
along the road side that features a toilet, and large vanity with sink, plus overhead
medicine cabinet. It is conveniently located across from a set of bunks for the
kids featured within the curb side slide out. The bunks are 28" x 73" and each
have their own flat screen monitor to enjoy.Next, there is a bedroom area for
mom and dad featuring a queen bed slide out with nightstands on either side of
the bed. There is a dresser opposite with a storage wardrobe in the slide out that
is connected to a set of bunks.The very back of this Bounder model features a
large shower, a toilet, and an L-shaped vanity with sink, plus overhead linen
storage, and more.
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Basic information Year: 2017
Stock Number: BOA05149
VIN Number: 1F66F5DY7H0A05149
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 37
GVW: 22000
Sleeps: 7
Slideouts: 3

Item address Payson, Utah, United States
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